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INTRODUCTION
Whilst the Basic Fantasy Role-Playing Game (BFRPG) was not specifically designed for use with floor plans and
miniatures, many players use such tools in their games. In particular, floor plans can be a useful aid for visualising
combat. They also tend to promote a slightly more tactical style of play. Furthermore, with the increasing availability of
virtual tabletop software such as Roll20 and MapTool, it has never been easier to incorporate floor plans into play.
The intention of this supplement is to provide a coherent ruleset for resolving combat in BFRPG using floor plans and
miniatures. These guidelines generally follow the rules described in the BFRPG Core Rulebook. However, there are
inevitably some slight modifications and extensions of the core rules in the interests of achieving consistent play.
As with any other supplement, treat this document as a set of house rules that can be tailored according to your own
preferred playing style.
If you do not already have a copy of the Basic Fantasy RPG rules, please visit the website and download a copy.
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WHAT DO I NEED?
Floor Plans
A wide range of floor plan options are available. For
example:
•

Pre-printed floor plans – these typically depict a
particular location (e.g. a tavern, a crypt, a
wilderness, etc.), or come as a set of smaller "tiles"
that can be configured to suit. You'll find these at
your local/online game store.

•

Downloadable floor plans – as above, but for selfprinting. DriveThruRPG.com is a good starting point,
but there are plenty of other sources available. They
can also often be used in conjunction with virtual
tabletop software (see below).

•

Gridded paper (such as that offered by
gamingpaper.com) – exactly as it sounds: rolls of
paper, pre-printed with a grid, on to which a combat
scene can be drawn. A relatively cheap and very
flexible option.

•

Write/wipe battle mats (such as those offered by
Chessex) – vinyl mats with a pre-printed grid that
can be drawn upon with felt tip pens and then wiped
clean. Again, very flexible, if a little pricey. However,
probably a sound investment if used regularly.

Miniatures
The options for miniatures are similarly wide ranging:
•

Specialist 25 mm figures. There are two main
varieties – metal (traditionally more detailed) and
plastic (usually cheaper). The collection and painting
of such figures is a hobby in its own right.

•

Cardboard stand-ups.

•

Or, really, any other sort of token of an appropriate
size. The only requirements are that it should be
possible to distinguish between combatants, and that
there should be some way of determining the
direction in which each combatant is facing.

Virtual Tabletops
As an alternative to physical floor plans and miniatures,
virtual tabletop software can be used to depict combat on
a computer or tablet. Virtual tabletops are primarily
designed for online play, but they can also work well for
face-to-face games. Two popular free-to-use systems are
Roll20 (www.roll20.net) and MapTool (www.rptools.net).

Skirmishing with skeletons: gridded paper floor plans and
cardboard stand-up miniatures (top); printed dungeon
tiles and plastic 25 mm miniatures (middle); MapTool
(bottom).
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THE FLOOR PLAN
•

Use a square grid.

•

Each square represents a 5’ x 5’ area.

•

Small and Medium sized combatants (i.e. up to
about human-sized) occupy one square each. Large
combatants will generally occupy more than one
square - this is discussed in the Special
Circumstances section.

•

Each combatant also has an associated facing, i.e.
the direction in which they are looking. This may be
towards any one of their eight immediately adjacent
squares. If using miniatures, the figure should be
turned to face that direction. Virtual tabletop
software often has a facility to indicate the facing of a
combatant. Facing is important for resolving aspects
such as attacks from behind.

Paladin is facing north; Tannen is facing south-east.

•
Paladin, a halfling (Small) and Tannen, a human
(Medium) occupy one square each. The ogre (Large)
occupies 4 squares.

•

In general, no more than one combatant may
occupy a single given square. There are a few
exceptions to this. Wrestling (ENCOUNTER section
of the BFRPG Core Rulebook) is one such
exception. Combatants may also enter the same
square as another dead, unconscious, or otherwise
incapacitated and prone combatant. Furthermore, as
described in the Movement section, combatants
may move through a square that is occupied by an
ally.

There will be occasions when the available space in
a given square is partially restricted by background
scenery. Irregular cavern walls tend to do this, as do
items of furniture, vegetation, rivers, and other
similar features. In general, such squares may only
be entered by a combatant if more than half of the
square is free of such obstructions. If there is any
doubt, the GM makes the final ruling.

Along this section of cave wall, the squares coloured red
cannot be entered by a combatant because more than
half of their area is covered by the wall.

Photo courtesy of Turko from the Dragonsfoot.org forums.
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MOVEMENT
•

In a given round, each combatant may walk a
distance up to their movement rate and then attack.

•

Alternatively, a combatant may run a distance up to
twice their movement rate. In this case, they do not
get to attack during that round.

•

Each square of movement in a horizontal, vertical or
diagonal direction costs 5' of a combatant's total
movement allowance.

•

Virtual tabletop software often auto-counts
movement distances, which can be a useful feature.

•

The GM may impose additional movement costs to
account for obstacles or difficult terrain. For
example, the GM might decide that it costs an extra
5’ of movement to cross a small barrier such as a
table, a bench or a relatively low wall. Or the GM

Armour / Encumbrance

Movement Rate

might rule that combatants can only move at half
their normal rate when climbing steep stairs or
wading through water. This is entirely optional and at
the discretion of the GM.
•

A combatant my move unimpeded through a square
that is occupied by an ally. However, they are still
subject to any other movement restrictions that
might apply.

•

As soon as a combatant enters a square that is
adjacent to an opponent (horizontally, vertically or
diagonally) they are considered to be engaged in
melee. This immediately imposes movement
restrictions upon them (see the Melee Combat
section).

•

One of the more problematic types of movement to
resolve is simultaneous movement when two
combatants act on the same initiative. This is
discussed in the Special Circumstances section.

Examples of Floor Plan Movement

per Round
No Armour / Magic Leather
Lightly Loaded
No Armour / Magic Leather
Heavily Loaded
Leather Armour / Magic Metal
Lightly Loaded
Leather Armour / Magic Metal
Heavily Loaded
Metal Armour
Lightly Loaded
Metal Armour
Heavily Loaded

40’

Walk up to 8 squares horizontally, vertically or diagonally and then attack
Run up to 16 squares horizontally, vertically or diagonally

30’

Walk up to 6 squares horizontally, vertically or diagonally and then attack
Run up to 12 squares horizontally, vertically or diagonally

20’

Walk up to 4 squares horizontally, vertically or diagonally and then attack
Run up to 8 squares horizontally, vertically or diagonally

10’

Walk up to 2 squares horizontally, vertically or diagonally and then attack
Run up to 4 squares horizontally, vertically or diagonally

Photo courtesy of Turko from the Dragonsfoot.org forums.
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Movement example: Tannen (movement rate 20’) walks forward to engage the ogre in melee; he can attack this round
with his sword. Doughbert (movement rate 30’) walks diagonally; he can attack this round with his short bow.
Mandross (movement rate 40’) uses a combination of horizontal, vertical and diagonal walking movement; he may
also attack this round. Paladin (movement rate 30’) runs away; he may move a distance up to twice his normal
movement rate (i.e. 60’), but may not attack this round.

Photo courtesy of Ravendas from the Dragonsfoot.org forums.
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•

MISSILE FIRE
•

For a combatant to be able make a missile attack,
two conditions must be fulfilled:
− An opponent must be within range of the
missile weapon being used.

Missile fire through a square occupied by an ally is
allowed at the discretion of the GM. In such
circumstances the GM may decide to apply a penalty
to the “to hit” roll if it is judged that the presence of
the ally makes the shot more difficult (in a similar
fashion to the Cover and Concealment rules).

− The combatant must have a line of sight to
their opponent. A combatant has a line of
sight if they can draw a straight line from a
point in their square into the square of their
opponent without passing through an
obstruction.
•

However, even if the combatant doesn’t have a
completely clear line of sight, the GM may still allow
a missile attack depending on the nature of the
obstruction and the amount of cover it provides.
Follow the Cover and Concealment rules in the
ENCOUNTER section of the BFRPG Core
Rulebook.

Photo courtesy of Turko from the Dragonsfoot.org forums.

Missile fire example 2: The same situation as Example 1,
but with MapTool’s “fog-of-war” functionality activated.
The areas shaded black are those that Paladin cannot see
because of the cover. This can be a useful feature for
determining line of sight.

Missile fire example 1: Paladin cannot fire at Goblin 1 –
he has no line of sight. Paladin has a clear line of sight to
Goblin 2 and can fire normally. Goblin 3 has partial
cover - at the GM’s discretion Paladin may fire with a
suitable penalty.
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MELEE COMBAT
•

•

As soon as two opposing combatants become
adjacent to one another (horizontally, vertically or
diagonally) they are considered to be engaged in
melee. This immediately imposes movement
restrictions upon them.

•

If a combatant wishes to disengage from melee, they
have two options: either a Fighting Withdrawal or
Fleeing. Only the latter puts the combatant at risk of
a Parting Shot (see below).

•

A Fighting Withdrawal allows a combatant to back
away from melee at up to half their normal
movement rate. A combatant may still attack as
normal after performing a Fighting Withdrawal if
there is an opponent in range.

•

If a combatant simply moves out of a square that is
adjacent to an opponent without performing a
Fighting Withdrawal (i.e. at normal walking or
running speed), then this is classed as Fleeing and
the combatant exposes themselves to a Parting Shot.
This allows their opponent to make an immediate
attack at +2 “to hit” in accordance with the
Defensive Movement rules in the ENCOUNTER
section of the BFRPG Core Rulebook. This Parting
Shot is in addition to any action a combatant has
already made or is yet to make in a given round. A
combatant may only make one Parting Shot against
a given opponent in a given round.

When it is their turn to attack, a melee combatant
may (in this order):
1. Move up to half their normal movement rate,
provided that this doesn’t take them out of
melee with any of their opponents. Their
opponent(s) is/are free to change their
facing(s) to track this movement provided that
they are aware of the combatant. If the
combatant does wish to move out of melee
with any of their opponents, refer to the rules
on Fighting Withdrawals and Fleeing below.
2. Make one change of facing (i.e. turn to face
any given direction).
3. Attack any opponent who is in one of the five
squares in front of them or to the side of
them. A combatant may not attack an
opponent who is in one of the three squares
behind them.

Photo courtesy of Ravendas from the Dragonsfoot.org forums.
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Melee example 1: Tannen (movement rate 20’) is engaged in melee with a goblin. He may move to any of the green
squares (10’, half his movement rate), make one change of facing and then attack. In this case, the goblin may also
adjust its facing to track Tannen’s movement. Alternatively, Tannen may make a fighting withdrawal (again, 10’, half
his movement rate) and move to any of the orange squares. If he moves to any of the red squares (20’, his full
movement rate, or further if he is running) he will be Fleeing and will be subject to a Parting Shot from the goblin.

Melee example 2: Doughbert (movement 30’) wants to move west past the goblin. He may move 5’ or 10’ into
squares 1 and 2 and then, if he wishes, make a missile attack. Alternatively, he may move 15’ or 25’ into squares 3 or
4 and make a melee attack on the goblin (it costs him 25’ feet to move to square 4 because in-melee movement –
from square 3 to square 4 - is at half the normal rate, i.e. it costs 10’ to move one square). To reach square 5 will cost
him 35’ of movement – this means he must run, and so he will not be able to make a melee attack this round. If he
runs to square 6 or beyond, he will be leaving melee and will be subject to a parting shot.
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SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES

Thief’s Sneak Attack (CHARACTERS section of the
BFRPG Core Rulebook). Generally speaking, only
one such attack can be performed on the same
opponent in any given combat.

Attacks From Behind
•

An Attack From Behind is an attack performed
from one of the squares to the rear of a combatant.
A Small or Medium combatant has three such
squares for melee purposes (more, obviously, for
missile attacks). Larger combatants will have a higher
number of rear squares.

•

There are two types of Attack from Behind – those
that occur in ordinary combat, and the special
Sneak Attack of Thieves.

•

For ordinary combat, an Attack from Behind an
opponent usually receives a +2 Attack Bonus as
described in the ENCOUNTER section of the
BFRPG Core Rulebook.

•

In general, if a defender is aware of all of his
opponents, then it takes at least four attackers to
leverage a situation in which one of them can
perform an Attack from Behind. If there are fewer
attackers then it will always be possible for the
defender to adjust their facing such that no
opponent is to their rear.

•

Simultaneous Movement

If, for whatever reason, a defender is not aware of
one of his opponents (e.g. through invisibility, or
some sort of distraction), then the GM may rule that
an Attack from Behind is possible with fewer than
three attackers. The same principle applies to a

•

Simultaneous movement, i.e. when two or more
combatants act on the same initiative score, can be
somewhat problematic to resolve using floor plans.

•

One approach, and that adopted by Later Editions
of the genre, is to remove altogether the possibility of
two combatants acting simultaneously. A larger
initiative die (e.g. a d20) will reduce the probability
of simultaneous actions occurring. Further tiebreakers (e.g. highest Dexterity or further tie-break
rolls) can be employed to ensure that each
combatant has their own unique position in the
combat order. Do bear in mind though that such an
approach does have wider consequences for the
ruleset. For example, spell disruption (SPELLS
section of the BFRPG Core Rulebook) is one aspect
that relies on simultaneous actions.

•

An alternative approach is to allow all the
combatants that act on the same initiative score to
alternately move 5’ at a time, starting with the
combatant(s) with the highest movement score.
When a given combatant runs out of movement they
stop; others continue moving until they also run out
of movement.

Attacking from behind example: Based on its current facing, the goblin’s rear squares are shown in red. With only
three assailants (left), it will always be possible for the goblin to adjust its facing such that none of the attackers are
behind it (assuming the goblin is aware of these attackers). However, with four assailants (right), the goblin will leave
itself open to at least one attack from behind (in this case, Doughbert is the lucky fellow).
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Monster
Fish, Giant Sea Bass
Fish, Giant Catfish
Gelatinous Cube
Giant, Cloud/Storm
Giant,
Cyclops/Fire/Frost/Hill/Stone
Golem (all except Wood(M))
Gorgon
Gray Ooze
Griffon
Hangman Tree
Hippogriff
Hydra
Hyenodon
Insect Swarm
Invisible Stalker
Lizard, Giant Horned Chameleon
Lizard, Giant Tuatara
Manticore
Ochre Jelly
Octopus, Giant
Ogre
Owlbear
Pegasus
Purple Worm
Rhinoceros
Roc, Normal
Roc, Large/Giant
Salamander
Sea Serpent
Shark, all types
Snake, Giant Rattlesnake
Squid, Giant
Titanothere
Treant
Troll
Unicorn (and Alicorn)
Whale, Killer
Whale, Narwhal
Whale, Sperm
Wolf, Dire
Wyvern

Large Combatants
•

The following table provides some suggested sizes
for larger combatants that occupy more than one
square of the floor plan.

•

Four “large” size classifications have been used:
1. Large (L), four squares (2 x 2).
2. Huge (H), nine squares (3 x 3).
3. Gargantuan (G), sixteen squares (4 x 4).
4. Colossal (C), thirty-six squares (6 x 6).

•

In general, the size classifications have been taken
from the monster descriptions in the BFRPG Core
Rulebook and/or the d20 System Reference
Document. However, a GM shouldn’t feel
constrained by these suggested sizes and should alter
them to suit a given in-game situation or the
figures/tokens that happen to be available.

•

If a monster from the BFRPG Core Rulebook isn’t
listed below, it can be assumed to be Small or
Medium (i.e. it occupies just one 5’ x 5’ square).

•

For some monsters, the concept of ‘size’ has little
meaning. This includes some swarms (e.g. bats) and
amorphous creatures (e.g. green slimes).

Monster
Antelope
Basilisk
Bat, Giant
Bear, Cave/Grizzly/Polar
Caecilia, Giant
Centaur
Chimera
Crocodile, Normal/Large
Crocodile, Giant
Dinosaur, Pteranodon
Dinosaur, Stegosaurus
Dinosaur, Triceratops
Dinosaur, Tyranosaurus Rex
Djinni
Dragon
Eagle, Giant
Efreeti
Elemental (from staff)
Elemental (from device/spell)
Elephant
Fish, Giant Barracuda, Huge
Fish, Giant Barracuda. Giant
1

Size
L
L
L
L
H
L
L
L
H
L
H
H
H
L
L/H/G/C 1
L
L
L
H
H
L
H

Squares
2x2
2x2
2x2
2x2
3x3
2x2
2x2
2x2
3x3
2x2
3x3
3x3
3x3
2x2
See Note 1

2x2
2x2
2x2
3x3
3x3
2x2
3x3

Age 4 = L (2x2); Age 5 = H (3x3); Age 6 = G (4x4); Age 7 = C (6x6).
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Size
H
H
L
H
L

Squares
3x3
3x3
2x2
3x3
2x2

L
L
L
L
L
L
H
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
L
G
L
L
H
L
H
L
L
H
L
H
L
L
H
L
G
L
L

2x2
2x2
2x2
2x2
2x2
2x2
3x3
3x2
2x2
2x2
2x2
2x2
2x2
2x2
2x2
2x2
2x2
2x2
4x4
2x2
2x2
3x3
2x2
3x3
2x2
2x2
3x3
2x2
3x3
2x2
2x2
3x3
2x2
4x4
2x2
2x2
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OPEN GAME LICENSE
INTRODUCTION
Combat with Floor Plans: A Basic Fantasy Supplement (hereinafter “the
Supplement”) is based on the System Reference Document v3.5 ("SRD"),
which is Open Game Content. The text of the Open Game License itself
is not Open Game Content. Instructions on using the License are
provided within the License itself.
Designation of Open Game Content: The entire text of the Supplement
(except the Open Game License, as noted above) is Open Game
Content, released under the Open Game License, Version 1.0a
(reproduced below) as described in Section 1(d) of the License. Artwork
incorporated in this document is not Open Game Content, and remains
the property of the copyright holder.
Designation of Product Identity: Product identity is not Open Game
Content. The following is designated as product identity pursuant to OGL
v1.0a(1)(e) and (7): (A) product and product line names, including Basic
Fantasy Role-Playing Game, Basic Fantasy RPG, and BFRPG, as well as
the phrase “make mine Basic”; (B) all artwork, logos, symbols, graphic
designs, depictions, likenesses, formats, poses, concepts, themes and
graphic, photographic and other visual representations, including the
“eye” logo, which is the personal mark of Chris Gonnerman for his various
products, and which is Copyright © 2002 Chris Gonnerman, and the
“Scribbled Dragon,” which is Copyright © 2005 Erik Wilson; (C) logos and
trademarks, including any trademark or registered trademark clearly
identified as product identity by the owner of the product identity, and
which specifically excludes the open game content.
More information on the Open Game License can be found at:
http://www.wizards.com/d20
OPEN GAME LICENSE VERSION 1.0A
The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is
Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc ("Wizards"). All Rights Reserved.
1. Definitions: (a)"Contributors" means the copyright and/or trademark
owners who have contributed Open Game Content; (b)"Derivative
Material" means copyrighted material including derivative works and
translations (including into other computer languages), notation,
modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement,
compilation, abridgment or other form in which an existing work may be
recast, transformed or adapted; (c) "Distribute" means to reproduce,
license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit or otherwise
distribute; (d)"Open Game Content" means the game mechanic and
includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the extent
such content does not embody the Product Identity and is an
enhancement over the prior art and any additional content clearly
identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any
work covered by this License, including translations and derivative works
under copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity. (e)
"Product Identity" means product and product line names, logos and
identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters;
stories, storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents,
language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses, formats,
poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual or
audio representations; names and descriptions of characters, spells,
enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special
abilities; places, locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical
or supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic designs; and
any other trademark or registered trademark clearly identified as Product
identity by the owner of the Product Identity, and which specifically
excludes the Open Game Content; (f) "Trademark" means the logos,
names, mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to
identify itself or its products or the associated products contributed to the
Open Game License by the Contributor (g) "Use", "Used" or "Using" means
to use, Distribute, copy, edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise
create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) "You" or "Your"
means the licensee in terms of this agreement.
2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that
contains a notice indicating that the Open Game Content may only be
Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to
any Open Game Content that you Use. No terms may be added to or
subtracted from this License except as described by the License itself. No

other terms or conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content
distributed using this License.
3. Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You
indicate Your acceptance of the terms of this License.
4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this
License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual, worldwide, royalty-free,
non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the
Open Game Content.
5. Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing
original material as Open Game Content, You represent that Your
Contributions are Your original creation and/or You have sufficient rights
to grant the rights conveyed by this License.
6. Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE
portion of this License to include the exact text of the COPYRIGHT
NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying, modifying or
distributing, and You must add the title, the copyright date, and the
copyright holder's name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open
Game Content you Distribute.
7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity,
including as an indication as to compatibility, except as expressly
licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each
element of that Product Identity. You agree not to indicate compatibility
or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark in
conjunction with a work containing Open Game Content except as
expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of
such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product Identity
in Open Game Content does not constitute a challenge to the
ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity
used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and
to that Product Identity.
8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly
indicate which portions of the work that you are distributing are Open
Game Content.
9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish
updated versions of this License. You may use any authorized version of
this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content
originally distributed under any version of this License.
10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with
every copy of the Open Game Content You Distribute.
11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open
Game Content using the name of any Contributor unless You have
written permission from the Contributor to do so.
12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the
terms of this License with respect to some or all of the Open Game
Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then
You may not Use any Open Game Material so affected.
13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to
comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days
of becoming aware of the breach. All sub-licenses shall survive the
termination of this License.
14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be
unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent
necessary to make it enforceable.
15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0 Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
System Reference Document Copyright 2000-2003, Wizards of the Coast,
Inc.; Authors Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook, Skip Williams, Rich Baker,
Andy Collins, David Noonan, Rich Redman, Bruce R. Cordell, John D.
Rateliff, Thomas Reid, James Wyatt, based on original material by E. Gary
Gygax and Dave Arneson.
Basic Fantasy Role-Playing Game Copyright © 2006 Chris Gonnerman.
Combat with Floor Plans: A Basic Fantasy Supplement Copyright © 2015
Joe Carruthers
END OF LICENSE
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